Turn It On (Turner Twins)

Pushing the sensual limits can set off all
kinds of alarmsTurner Twins, Book
1Inheriting her grandmothers home is a
dream come true for web designer Maxine
Turner. Shes looking forward to a little
freedom from the constant demands of her
beloved, crazy mob of a family. When
vandals expose just how vulnerable she is
living alone, she seeks help.Ryan
Claymores well-thought-out life was
wrenched out from under him when
responsibility for his special-needs
step-brother landed on his shoulders. Going
from military man to business man hasnt
been easy. He counts himself lucky hes
found Maxine to trade his security-system
knowledge for her web site expertise.The
red-hot chemistry that sizzles between
them comes from out of the blue, and they
both fight a losing battle to resist. Even the
secret Ryan hides isnt enough to keep
Maxine from working her way into his
heartand his bed.But something else might
tear them apart. Whoever seems
determined to destroy her home, and her
sanity along with it.Warning: Realistic
multiple-orgasm sex scenes, men getting in
touch with their emotions, brothers
beingwellbrothers, and a very tempting
back porch swingyou have been warned.
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